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Hello, we’re ruutu. 
We love flooring. 
We are passionate about 
craftsmanship, materials, 
style, functionality and 
detailing. 

Fast growing and forward 
thinking, we design, 
manufacture and supply 
unique floor coverings for 
today’s workplace.



Carpet

Our background is carpet tiles. 
We understand that original and 
functional designs are necessary for 
common areas and commercial spaces. 
We also know that designers and 
architects are constantly looking for new 
designs and new textures and that’s what 
ruutu brings in carpet tiles and planks.
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Cloud space Cloud Space collection delivers an organic 
appearance with subtle cloudy variation 
in colour and texture. We have carefully 
selected neutral colourways to match 
today’s trend of homely aesthetics in 
commercial spaces.

CS453 CS454 CS455
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CS456 CS457 CS458
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CS450 CS451 CS452



Nature Shadows

We love nature - the texture and design 
this range portrays is that of natural 
expression bringing an atmosphere 
of purity and nature to your floor. 

We looked at scenes and environments 
created by shadows on colourways 
nature creates to bring this beautiful 
and functional colour palette together.
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NS302 NS303 NS304
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NS305

NS308

NS307

NS310

NS306

NS309



This design has an artisanal design 
and threaded tweed texture in neutral 
coordinating colourways. 

We have carefully selected 9 colours to 
match today’s trend of homely aesthetics 
in commercial spaces. This practical 
pattern coordinates alongside Cloud 
Space and Threaded Feel. 

Threaded Feel
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TF1100 TF1101 TF1102
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TF1106

TF1107 TF1108

TF1103 TF1104

TF1105



Bespoke Style

Crafted for Living

To those specifying or buying commercial flooring, 
ruutu’s focus is on quality, design and consistent value. 
From our mills we bring a bespoke range of floor 
coverings directly to you; this is because we recognise 
the need for a solution when seeking a utilitarian finish, 
unique in both texture, design and shape.

While we endeavour to make the process of 
specifying contemporary and elegant flooring 
transparent and simple, our focus still finishes with 
the product. We articulate our offering by giving 
you style to work and live on.
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Linear Reflections has an organic linear 
design in neutral coordinating colourways 
with a subtle texture. 

We have carefully selected 9 colours to 
match today’s trend of homely aesthetics 
in commercial spaces. This practical 
pattern coordinates alongside Cloud 
Space and Threaded Feel. 

Linear Reflections
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LR700 LR702LR701 LR703
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LR705

LR707

LR706

LR708



What we love about Metsä is the 
carefully selected colour tones included 
for the minimalistic space with a playful 
atmosphere. The is a heavy wear tile in 
a selection of functional colourways.

Metsä
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Asphalt

New Leaf GreenForest Green

Night time Grey Snowmelt

Summer Glow
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Summer Red Lake Blue Blue Night
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Challenge tradition

We challenge the realms of traditional designs and 
methodology because we believe that design is all about 
bringing originality to your floor and space in new ways.

Collaborating with designers and floorcovering mills 
through Scandinavia and across other areas Europe we 
have a clear sense of identity and give you the confidence 
of innovations and new perspectives on flooring designs 
and textures.



Metro Metro is our heavy loop pile carpet tile 
with an imposing record of service. Metro 
offers that extra comfort under foot 
along with many possibilities for choice 
and design with its varied palette of 
colourways.
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Taupe Spark

Dark Bronze

Sand Sheen

Dove Glare



Granite Glisten

Black Shimmer Cherry Gloss

Teal Glow Nautical Blue



Luonto Luonto is Finnish for Nature. We love 
the texture and design this range 
portrays; that of natural expression 
bringing an atmosphere of purity 
and nature to your floor.
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Dusty Soil Earthy Roots

Forest Floor Branch Litchen
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Seaside Litchen Burnt Trunk

Soaked Bark

Loose Clay

Weathered Bark



Urban Dimensions has a subtle linear 
pattern and structure giving you a 
modern design that coordinates with 
surrounding aesthetics. Produced with 
100% regenerated Econyl yarn which 
is 100% recycled. This practical pattern 
coordinates alongside Flagstone Walk 
giving you choice of colour and design 
which work together.

Urban Dimensions
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UD550 UD551

UD552 UD553
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UD554

UD557

UD555

UD558UD556



Flagstone Walk

Flagstone Walk is a stylish block design 
which features a subtle linear pattern in 
modern colourways to coordinate with 
surrounding aesthetics. Produced using 
100% Regenerated Econyl yarn which is

100 % recycled giving environmental 
benefits to your space. This practical 
pattern coordinates alongside Urban 
Dimensions giving you choice of colour 
and design which work together.
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FW1003 FW1004 FW1005

FW1006 FW1007 FW1008
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FW1000 FW1001 FW1002



Shape Perspectives

Shape Perspectives design harks back to 
the essence of architecture with its iconic 
linear features and grey tones. 

The simplicity of shapes in minimalistic 
style brings a light and simple expression 
to any space while serving as the ideal 
feature flooring design.

Dark Grey Plain | SP1010 Dark Grey Plain | SP1011 Dark Grey Plain | SP1012

Dark Grey Plain | SP1013Dark Grey Plain | SP1014
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Mid Grey | SP1020

Mid Grey Black | SP1023

Mid Grey Black | SP1021

Mid Grey Grey | SP1024

Mid Grey Black | SP1022

47The unique designs in this collection give 
you the freedom to add new perspectives 
to your floor by bringing simple shape 
expressions to a space of inspiration and 
creativity. We have carefully selected 
coordinating modern grey tones to create 
a geometric and sophisticated silhouette 
which is further refined by two shade 
options in both black and grey.  



Light Grey | SP1030

Light Grey | SP1031

Light Grey Grey | SP1033

Light Grey Black | SP1032

Light Grey Grey | SP2034



Attention to detail

Form Meets function

It’s the finer details that really help to tell the ruutu story. 
Whether it’s colour, texture, design or feel we design and 
produce our products from the ground up to incorporate 
people, process and design details – ensuring our product 
is shown in the best light possible – beautify designed 
environments, crafted with care.

We strongly believe in the impact that great design 
and craft has on the workplace. Your day-to-day 
experiences, both personal and professional, can become 
extraordinary when you surround yourself with iconic 
design as beautiful as it is functional. ruutu flooring offers 
the opportunity to strike the perfect balance between 
form and function.
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Geometric Hexx

In this range we have carefully selected 
some vibrant and lucent colourways which 
enables you to unite each together…make 
your design complex and coordinated or 
simply make it flow together subtly with 
these hexagonal shapes and colourways.
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Concrete

Fire

Roadway Sky

Dove
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CoralSunflowerGrass



Woven Touch brings the simplistic 
Scandinavian design and feel to your 
floor with its enduring texture, honest 
expression, and functional colourways.

Woven Touch
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WT600 WT601

WT602 WT603



WT605

WT609

WT607WT611

WT604

WT608

WT606

WT610



Twisted Shimmer has luxurious feel with 
its twisted cut pile yarn bringing comfort 
to any space. We have carefully selected 
8 contemporary colourways to work 
alongside other vogue aesthetics 
in today’s commercial spaces.

Twisted Shimmer
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TS1201

TS1203

TS1202

TS1204
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TS1205 TS1207

TS1208 TS1208



Viileä We have created the Viileä range with 
a wide selection of common colourways 
including a selection of coordinating linear 
designs.  This competitive heavy wear tile is 
ideal for hiding soil, making it suitable for a 
wide range of locations such as commercial 
workplaces, institutions and education 
environments.
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Oyster Grey

Midnight Grey

City Dawn

City Dusk
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Burnt Charcoal

Fern Green Burt Red

Mouse Grey

Ocean Blue



Rekka is the perfect choice when looking 
for an attractive and competitive contract 
carpet tile.

Rekka
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Ashen GreyPearl Grey

Hazel Brown Sky Blue Navy Blue

Slate Grey
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London, EC1R 4RF
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Helsinki, 00180
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team@ruutu.eu
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Amsterdam, 1017 HL
Netherlands

team@ruutu.eu

New York Design Studio

424-434 West 33rd Street, 
New York City, New York 
10001

team@ruutu.us

Copenhagen Design Studio

Ny Carlsberg Vej 80
Copenhagen, 1799
Denmark

team@ruutu.eu

ruutu.co.uk

+44 (0)20 3633 5112 
team@ruutu.co.uk


